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We were sad to learn that Ron Good had
passed away on May 23, 2016. Ron served
his country in the United States Marine
Corps, and then he worked for 52 years on
the Lake Station Fire Department. Ron was
The Fire Chief for 16 of those years and then
served 12 years as a Councilman at Large. He
was a member of the American Legion Post
100 Lions Club in Lake Station, and the VFW
Number 9323. Ron was also a Gold Card
Member of the IVFA, Lifetime Member of
the IFA and served on the Board of Directors
of the Indiana Firefighters Association. Ron
will be greatly missed by all those that
knew him.

PRESIDENTS REPORT
Dear Brother and Sisters,
It is with a great deal of concern I write this report.
Our wonderful President Jeff Steele (Carmel Fire
Battalion Chief), asked me to assist him with IFA
business as he is dealing with his wife Lisa’s serious
medical situation.
So like an old fire horse, when the alarm rings I still
like to think I can be if some useful purpose.

and EMS, but who knows what additional information
will come out of collecting data like this.
That’s it for now, but do keep your eyes on the ball
when you go about your daily activities, look out for
your partners and remember, evaluate the situation
prior to commitment, is it worth the risk.
Prepared by Special Assistant to IFA President
Roger Johnson

Please keep Lisa and Jeff in your prayers and
thoughts, as we wish her a speedy recovery.
Be safe, God Bless
Upcoming events for you long range planner types, is
the Indiana Emergency Response Conference August Roger Johnson
24 thru 27th. They have a web site (Indianaerc.com).
This year programs look to be useful no matter if your
agency is a large municipal or rural volunteer. It’s
those educational opportunities we continually need.
Speaking of top notch educational opportunities how
about his years FDIC. Record breaking attendance,
largest vendor displays ever. Indianapolis and for
that matter Indiana in general should be proud of our
hospitality and opportunities we demonstrated to fire
services from throughout the United States and the
entire world, we had a lot from foreign countries and
indications are Hoosier Hospitality is generating more
and more folks to attend in the future, to all involved,
‘Keep up the good work’.
Indiana Fire Alliance are working on robust projects.
Two of which are Property evaluations for training
facilities directly connected to a statewide program
for career and volunteer firefighters.
Also a statewide survey on Firefighter recruitment
and retention primarily keyed toward volunteer fire
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Dear Officers and Members of the IFA
I would like to point out that a tradition of the Harris family continues in the Indiana legislature. Upon the passing of Earl Harris Senior and his successor being his wife Donna Harris to
that position a state representative. Now it has come to be his son Earl Harris Jr has won the
Democratic nomination for Indiana State Representative. Three individuals serving in the
same office from the same family is likely a first in Northwest Indiana and possibly the whole
state. Earl Harris Jr has proven to be a supporter of public safety, and a series of meetings
with the Gary United Fire and Police Association he has pledged his continued support on
issues that affect our memberships.
We would also like to congratulate Carlene Rogers four years of hard work as a state representative and senator and Indiana she has always supported public safety officers and we appreciate it. We hope you enjoy your retirement for many years with your family.

Sincerely,
Jay Massa
NW Vice President IFA

BRYON WOODWARD NAMED NEW MISHAWAKA
FIRE CHIEF
The Mayor's Office issued a news release Thursday announcing that Battalion Chief Bryon
Woodward will take over the top job next month,when current Fire Chief Dale Freemen
retires on June 13. Freeman had been serving as Fire Chief for the last 19 years.
"I have great confidence in Bryon Woodward." said Mayor Wood, "His professional experience, leadership ability,steady temperament and infectious optimism for the future of
emergency medicalservice and fire service in Mishawaka will serve our citizens and the department very well.'
Woodward has been with the Mishawaka Fire Department for over 20 years. The release
from the Mayor's Office says he is a certified Instructor. Emergency MedicalTechnician and
Fire Officer. Woodward graduated from Mishawaka High School and holds a Bachelor's Degree

How firefighter hoods will fight cancer
While no silver bullet for cancer prevention, barrier hoods are a great
step in that direction
In February 2014 we wrote that protective hoods are the most vulnerable area of the firefighter's ensemble.
That's because hoods lack any type of barrier characteristics to keep out the superfine particles that absorb
a variety of hazardous chemicals including carcinogens.
This shortcoming was coupled with NIOSH studies and other research showing carcinogen buildup on firefighters' skin, particularly on the neck and face areas unprotected by the SCBA face piece. Further, that skin
absorbs chemicals easily around a person's jaw line led to the obvious conclusion that current-day hoods
have little effectiveness in keeping out soot.
Then in January 2015, we assisted the IAFF with a study to show how much particle penetration takes place
throughout the entire structural firefighting ensemble. After that, there could be no doubt that the hood is
one of the serious gaps in firefighter protection that needs to be solved.
An overwhelming number of firefighter hoods consist of two layers of knit material fashioned into a socklike hood that stretches over the firefighter's head with an opening for the SCBA face piece and bib that is
supposed to stay tucked inside under the top of the coat.
The current requirements in NFPA 1971 considers hoods an interface devices for providing thermal protection in areas where other ensemble elements do not always provide complete coverage, such as the SCBA
face piece, helmet ear covers and coat collar.Yet as the firefighter moves, the hood shifts and leaves the interface areas exposed to the hostile environment.
Revising NFPA 1971
When the revision process for the NFPA 1971 standard began, a specific task group was charged to come up
with possible ways for minimizing firefighter exposure to the carcinogens and other harmful substances
contained in soot.
Through NFPA 1971 public input process, we proposed that a new optional category of protective clothing
be added to the standard covering a particle barrier layer added to the hood. We further recommended that
the effectiveness of this barrier layer be demonstrated through a standardized particle-filtration efficiency
test.
This test was selected to show how the combination of hood materials, including a new barrier layer, would
greatly diminish how many particles could pass through the hood to the firefighter's neck and head.An initial target of 90 percent effectiveness percent was suggested.
One way to achieve complete particle blockage could be to install a moisture barrier as part of the hood
composite, similar to the way garments use the same barrier materials.
In this instance, there would be no need to test the moisture barrier since, as a continuous solid layer, it already is fully effective particle-blocking material. Thus, the particle-filtration efficiency test would

be applied to those materials that had some level of air permeability.
The increased layering of the hood and the further encapsulation of the firefighter's head pose additional
stress to an already physiologically challenged first responder.We therefore suggested that a total heat-loss
test be applied to these newly reinforced portions of the hood at levels far above those required for garment composites.
In this way, the maximum amount of heat stress relief could be provided without compromising the particle holdout capabilities of the new hoods.
Research and development
These proposed requirements will not be adopted in one form or another until mid-2017. Meanwhile, several manufacturers and fabric suppliers have been working on prospective hood products to reduce firefighter exposure to soot and the adsorbed chemicals contained in smoke particles.
These products encompass a variety of new hood designs and combinations of different barrier materials,
including both new particle filter layers as well as conventional moisture barriers.
Hood manufacturers have had to develop creative designs to still allow the "one size fits all"without the
benefit of the same level of elasticity. In most cases, there is more to a particlebarrier hood than simply inserting a barrier layer between the two knit fabric layers. Each manufacturer has responded with new
product designs that transformed their traditional hoods in some fashion .
Those hood suppliers not using established moisture barriers are using different ways to evaluate their
barrier layer particulate filtration efficiency. For overall product efficacy, one manufacturer has undertaken the same testing that was performed by the IAFF showing the difference between a non-barrier hood in
their barrier-based product in full ensemble testing.
Another company conducted similar testing, but put the hoods on a head form in the same particle laden
chamber used for the IAFF test with photographs showing the differences between new and existing products. Each manufacturer has tried a variety of field evaluations, some involving live-fire conditions and others simply determining the relative comfort and ease of use.
All of the new products, many unveiled this past spring,are certified to current requirements in NFPA 1971
as regular hoods. The new particle barrier hood criteria are not finished.
More work to do
It would be nice if we could acknowledge "a job well done11 and move on to the next issue.Yet, this avenue
of protection is not completely solved.
As would be expected, the new hood products are more complex, use new materials and are consequently
more expensive .The fact that these hoods are more costly means that fire departments will expect the
hoods to stay in service longer.
This brings into question the hoods' durability over an extended period with multiple cleanings and how
well the particle-blocking capability and relative fit will be maintained. In short, we don't know how the
new products may hold up or how well they can be cleaned and reused.

And since the new hoods incorporate an additional layer, they are also somewhat heavier and will have
higher thermal insulation than conventional hoods. The greater levels of heat protection means firefighters will perceive heat to a lesser degree than the already do,which can be good or bad depending
on how firefighters are trained to react to heat.
Some new hoods may reduce a firefighter's ability to hear. Further, not all products have been validated
on the full scale dynamic human subject-based particulate environment testing.
The industry still has to work out these issues, particularly as the new version of NFPA 1971 comes to
fruition. The fact that there is industry movement in this area should be cause for optimism . Nevertheless, as with all new technologies there are still a lot of details to be worked out.embered, in minimizing
exposure to carcinogens, PPE use is only one of several approaches needed to solve this problem.Thus,
barrier hoods are an important first step, but not the silver bullet for cancer prevention.

Despite resistance from state officials, an Indiana nonprofit has installed its
first newborn safety incubator, a tool meant to temporarily shelter babies
abandoned by their parents. Safe Haven Baby Boxes activated the incubi

tor this week at a fire station inWoodburn, a small city in northeastern Ind

ana near Fort Wayne. The organization plans to activate its second baby bo
Thursday at the Cool Spring Fire Department in Michigan City.
"Anything we can do to make that specific situation better," said Wes Rog

ers, captain at the Cool Spring Fire Department. "We try to do it every day
with running our calls, fighting fires and helping sick people.This is just an
other way to help."

Indiana's Safe Haven Law enables someone to give up an unwanted infant anonymously -without fear of arrest
or prosecution.The adult may give up custody of a baby less than 30 days old to a hospital emergency room,fire
station or police station.
Advocates say the incubators - padded, heated boxes that are rigged to notify emergency personnel when a
baby is placed inside -provide parents a safe way to give up their infants without speaking to anyone and
would deter parents from leaving babies in the woods or a trash can. But critics have questioned the cost and
potential liability associated with using the boxes.

State Department of Health officials wrote a 2Y.-page reportl https:f/www. documentcl oud.org/
documents/2700302-HEA-101 6-Report-ISDH.htmll in December that recommended the incubators not be used.
They advocated for increasing public awareness of the existing law.
"A team of child health experts ... carefully studied available research on newborn safety incubators and determined that there are no standards or protocols that can ensure the safety of children placed in these devices,"
Jennifer O'Malley, spokeswoman at the State Department of Health, previously told lndyStar.
Monica Kelsey, founder of Safe Haven Baby Boxes, said the boxes have been tested and improved to address people's concerns. Emergency dispatch is alerted within one minute of a baby being placed inside a box, and the child
is removed withinfive minutes, she said. She said the box automatically
locks when a baby is placed inside, so no one else can take the child.
Kelsey works at the Woodburn Fire Department, where the first incubator has been placed.
"We have listened to all the concerns and listened to all the criticisms. and it's helped us improve the box," she
said. "We've never lost focus on our goal. It's to save these babies that are abandoned."

How Do We Get Down
A potential new standard for emergency
responders from the U.S. Occupational
Safety and Health Administration could
force many small emergency services
organizations to shut down and, in a
controversial move, ban installation of fire
poles at new fire stations if adopted,
according to stakeholders.
OSHA has asked the National Advisory
Committee for Occupational Safety and
Health for recommendations for a
proposed emergency responder
preparedness program standard, and the
committee's Emergency Response and
Preparedness Subcommittee has been
tasked with drafting the standard.
The draft proposal outlines several
requirements designed to identify and
address workplace health and safety
hazards for these organizations and their
employees.
For example, it would require baseline
and annual medical evaluations for
firefighters and other first responders,
including a medical history, a physical
exam and laboratory tests required to
detect physical or medical conditions that
could adversely affect the responder's
ability to safely perform essential job functions. In 2014, a total of 64 firefighters
died while on duty in the United States,
with sudden cardiac death accounting for
56% of those deaths, according to the National Fire Protection Association.
However, the current proposal does not

address the key question of who must pay
for these medical evaluations, and the
cost of compliance would significantly
strain the resources of state and local
emergency services organizations, experts say.
Phil Stittleburg, chief of the LaFarge Fire
Department in Wisconsin, a volunteer department that services a rural community
with an annual budget of about $65,000,
said a requirement to conduct annual
physicals would force him into making difficult decisions about paying for these
physicals versus replacing critical safety
equipment such as helmets at the recommended time intervals.
“Cost certainly is an issue, and there's no
doubt about it,” he told the subcommittee
at a hearing in Washington last week.
The draft standard would also require new
emergency service organization facilities
to utilize stairs or slides to provide rapid
access to a lower level, barring the building of new poles at these facilities two
years after a final rule is published — a
controversial provision aimed at addressing a source of serious injuries and even
fatalities for firefighters. In April 2012, for
example, an Alameda County, California,
Fire Department fireman fractured his left
leg when he landed at the base of the fire
pole, allegedly with his legs in the wrong
position, according to OSHA.

OSHA recognizes that there are a lot of injuries
from people sliding down poles and hitting the
bottom too hard, and one way of reducing those
injuries is to eliminate the installation of new
poles and instead provide stairs or slides,” said
Bill Hamilton, a fire protection engineer in the
OSHA Directorate of Standards and Guidance's
Office of Safety Systems in Washington.
However, the poles are a cherished part of firehouse tradition, which could trigger a backlash
against the entire proposal, according to some
stakeholders.
“This is very clear regulatory language prohibiting something that is ingrained in the tradition of
the fire service,” said Kenneth Willette, division
manager with the National Fire Protection Association's Public Fire Protection Division in
Quincy, Massachusetts. “While there's some
regulatory benefit to including it, it could be a potential lightning rod that might create an obstacle
for the intent of this work.”
The subcommittee opted to seek out specific information about the number of injuries and fatalities sustained by emergency responders using
the poles compared with stairs and slides before
making a final recommendatio

OVENTRY,R.I. -The Central Coventry Fire District
Board Commissioner recently said that he wants
the American flag from the back of fire trucks,
comparing them to that of ISIS. To Fred Gralinski,
having an American back on the back of a fire truck
is un-American; he also referred to firefighters as
terrorists, thugs and yahoos .''They look like a
bunch of yahoos. Like in the paper, like ISIS is Syria
going to take over a city. I don't think they need
that big flag on the back of the truck. That's not
America to me. Those are a bunch of terrorists.
So, I'm going to ask you to take the flag off the
truck," Gralinski said at a board meeting last
year.Gralinski later apologized for his statements,
telling NBC 1O that it was a "poor choice of
words ."A new policy implemented last week calls
for any decals or stickers to be approved by the
fire chief before being used; there was no mention of flags or decals that are already on
trucks."All that has to happen is for someone that
wants to put a -sticker or decal on the first truck to
go to the board and ask for permission," Central
Coventry Fire District spokesman Gregg Perry
said.Captain Dave Gorman and Firefighter's Union
President told NBC 1O News that the department
has members who are retired from the National
Guard who are very upset by the flag
isue.Although Gralinski said that firefighters haven't been asked to remove flags or deca lfrom
thetrucks,Gorman said the commissioner asked
him to do so in private."It shouldn't even be a conversation. The flags are flying.If you're American,
that's all that matters," Gorman said. AFacebook

video posted May25on CranstonScanner depicting
Gralinski callingfirefighters animals and terrorists.
It had been viewed over 7,000 times in 48 hours
after it was posted. Moreover, the comments inresponse were strongly supportive of Coventry firefighters, and expressed outrage over the notion of
removing American flags from fire apparatus.Gralinski's two sons jumped into the fray with
Facebook comments on the video supporting their
father's statements. Brett Gralinski, 35, wrote, "F*ck
the flag and f*ck you. You're pathetic. If you were
not (pathetic) then you wouldn't give 2 sh*ts about
a flag on a fire truck."The financially troubled fire
district is also taking heat for its decision to hire a
public relations professional for $135 per hour.Greg
Perry was hired as the district's spokesperson
Wednesday by Gayle Corrigan after the media approached her on the issue at hand.Gorman and other firefighter critiqued the decision,remarking
that,"I don't think taxpayer money should be wasted on that. There's many other things."However,
Gralinski said that the hire was a much-needed decision in light of the controversy over the flags. "I think
was kind of a crisis and Gayle actually stepped up."

Hamburgers...
Low military pay was not mentioned in The State
Of The Union speech. Just increasing the minimum wage was . . . Hamburgers or Minimum
Wage. For those fast food employees striking for
$15 an hour, let's do some math. At $15 an hour
Johnny Fry-Boy would make $31,200 annually.
An E1 (Private) in the
military makes $18,378.
An E5 (Sergeant) with 8 years of service only
makes $35,067 annually.
So you're telling me, LaTisha McBurgerflipper,
that you deserve as much as those kids getting
shot at, deploying for months in hostile
environments, and putting their collective asses
on the line every day protecting you.
Here's the deal, Baconator, you are working in a
job designed for a kid in high school who is
learning how to work and earning enough for
gas, and hanging out with their equally goofy high school pals. If you have chosen this as your
life-long profession, you have failed. If you don't want minimum wage, don't have minimum
skills. Learn something.

NEW YORK -The New York Police Department says a melee that erupted at a charity football game between police and firefighters just shows that football is a
competitive sport. Video of the aftermath of Sunday's game at Coney Island
shows dozens of players brawling and yelling curses. Blood can be seen dripping
down the face of one firefighter.
The NYPD said in a statement Tuesday that football "is a competitive sport whether it's
the NFL Super Bowl or the annual NYPD-FDNY challenge."
The Fire Department did not immediately respond to a request for comment.
The departments have a history of brawling at charity sports events. Multiple
fights broke out at a 2014 hockey game between the departments at the former
Nassau Coliseum on Long Island.
The Police Department won Sunday's game 29-13.

The Supreme Court kicks off the new year seemingly poised to deal a major blow to the nation's
public employee unions by wiping out, or at least weakening, a legal precedent that dates back nearly
four decades.
If the justices' recent rulings against organized labor are any guide, a deeply divided court is likely to
make it harder for unions representing teachers, police and firefighters, and other government
workers to collect fees from non-members.
Such a ruling would come in the middle of an election year in which unions are overwhelmingly
aligned with the Democratic Party. It could elevate bread-and-butter issues such as the minimum
wage and income inequality on the political agenda, which has been dominated lately by the threats
of international terrorism, illegal immigration and guns.

The case, Friedrichs v. California Teachers Association, which the Supreme Court will
hear oral arguments for, represents the biggest legal threat to labor unions in
decades. Memberships have been in decline since the end of World War II, when 35% of
American workers were in unions. By 2014 that number had dropped to just 11%,
although public employee unions still represent nearly 36% of government workers.
If the justices rule that the free speech rights of non-members entitle them to contribute nothing
to the costs of representation -they already can opt out of financing unions' political activities
- more workers are likely to become "free riders." That would lead to a drop in membership and
revenue that could jeopardize existing collective bargaining agreements. More lawsuits challenging unions' exclusive bargaining rights with public employers would be sure to follow.

Some go further and warn of an existential threat to the nation's labor union movement. "This could be the death knell for public unionism in the United States," says
David Strauss, a law professor at the University of Chicago Law School.
The 325,000-member California Teachers Association, which spends more on politics than
any special interest group in the state, warns in its high court brief that tens of thousands
of contracts governing millions of workers nationally could be thrown "into disarray." More
than 4.5 million teachers are union members.
"We would still be obligated to represent everybody in the workplace," says Pankaj Sharma, a high school history teacher and union member in Skokie, Ill. "It would be very difficult to maintain what we are trying to do now."
The lawsuit was brought by the conservative Center for Individual Rights, which along
with the National Right to Work Legal Defense Foundation has sought to overturn a 1977
Supreme Court decision that allowed public employee unions to collect "fair share" fees
from non-members for the costs of collective bargaining.
"We wanted to take on the most powerful public employee union in the country," says
Terence Pell, the center's president. If the court strikes down fair share fees, he says, "It's
our hope that the unions will become more accountable to their members."

States equally divided
Rebecca Friedrichs, the elementary school teacher who is the lead plaintiff, was motivated
to work against her union after spending several years as an officer and finding its leader
ship unwilling to consider her suggestions. She opposes tenure laws that make it harder
to fire bad teachers, seniority rules that ignore merit - even salary increases
that lead to larger class sizes.
"For the union, salary and seniority come always -always -ahead of everything else,"
Friedrichs says.
The battle divides the nation almost equally between states where laws govern collective
bargaining for public workers and those where workers can't be forced to join unions or
contribute to them.

Defenders of the current system contend that so-called "right to work" laws, in states mostly led
by Republicans, lead to inferior education and public services. Average test scores are lower for
students in those states on fourth- and eighth-grade math and reading proficiency tests. A brief
filed by 21 states led by Democrats says fair-share fees lead to improved government efficiency
and labor peace.
"Fair share fees are important to give everybody skin in the game," says Anisha Dasgupta ,
New York's deputy solicitor general. Allowing non-members to avoid all fees, she says, "can
cause workplace tension."

Moreover, a brief submitted on behalf of public safety unions says a defeat "risks setting in motion
a union 'death spiral' -as membership drops, the union will have to increase dues to cover its expenses, which will create further incentives for additional workers to quit the union."

The challengers don't buy any of those arguments. Mark Mix, president of the National Right to
Work Legal Defense Foundation, says those who oppose their local unions but are forced to pay
hundreds of dollars annually to support them "are not free riders. They're captive passengers."

Michigan and 17 other Republican-led states told the court that all collective bargaining at the government level amounts to lobbying, with taxpayers paying for the
results. They blame union contracts for municipal bankruptcies from Detroit to
Stockton, Calif.

Conservative trend
The high court's 1977 ruling in Abood v. Detroit Board of Education upholding union
payments by non-members was unanimous, but the current court has moved away
from it in two recent cases.

In 2012 , the justices ruled 7-2 that a California public employee union could not impose an additional fee on workers without their assent. In 2014, they ruled 5-4 that
Medicaid- funded home-care workers in Illinois did not have to pay dues to public
employee unions.

The Public Safety Officer's Benefit Program has left some first
responders or their families waiting for years to get payments

WASHINGTON -The Justice Department is just now processing over half of death, disability
and education benefit claims from police and firefighters despite its one-year goal to resolve
backlogs.
Washington Times reported that the DOJ and public safety officials appeared before Congress
Tuesday to discuss the delays that have left first responders or their families waiting for years to
get payments through the Public Safety Officers' Benefit Program.
Iowa Sheriff Jay Langenbau said he and his four children have waited more than
three years to be approved for benefits since the death of his wife, a volunteer firefighter and
flight nurse who was killed in an air ambulance helicopter crash in 2013. Langenbau said he was
told the claim couldn't be processed until a NTSB report was finalized, a process that took two
years.
After the report was filed, officials from the PSOB began to verify basic information included in
the claim. In November, Langenbau was asked to resubmit paperwork. As of April 4,the claim
was still pending.
Karol Mason, assistant attorney general with the Office of Justice Programs, apologized for the delay
as she testified before the Senate Judiciary Committee. She said the office plans to have new technology in place by November that will better track the time it takes to complete claims, according to
the report.
"Knowing that this benefit is out there helps to ease the stress and burdens of adjusting to a
new life, especially in the first few months following a tragedy like the death of a loved one,"
Langenbau said. "It would be helpful for me to be able to tell colleagues that they can expect to
receive assistance from the PSOB office within a few months, rather than three-plus years, in
the.even1of a tragedy."
Officials have been aware of delays in the program and have tried multiple times to address
the long wait times.
Sen. Chuck Grassley, judiciary Committee chairman, said that the delays have persisted despite
an infusion of cash that was meant to pay outside contractors to help tackle the backlog of
cases.
"Somehow, the situation at the PSOB Office has gone from bad to worse," Grassley said."It is
hard to understand how that could happen.Since 2009, DOJ spent over $22 million paying
outside contractors to help. This was supposed to speed up the claims process.Clearly, it did
not."

Indiana Emergency Response Conference
Sheraton Indianapolis Hotel at Keystone Crossing
8787 Keystone Crossing,Indianapolis,Indiana 46240
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2016 Indiana Emeency Response Conference

Wednesday, Aug 24, 2016 – Saturday, August 27, 2016
Sheraton Indianapolis Hotel at Keystone Crossing
8787 Keystone Crossing
Indianapolis, IN 46240
317-846-2700
Phone: 317-856-1850

0 Package A - Full Conference with Meals: $280.00
0 Package B - Full Conference with Meals & Golf:$345.00
0 Package C - Work shops Only , No Meals:$270.00
0 Package D - Student: $135.00

0 Package E - Single Day,Wednesday: $99.00
0 Package E - Single Day, Thursday: $135.00

0 Package E - Single Day, Saturday: $135.00
0 Package E - Single Day, Friday: $135.00

0 Package F - Street Party, Thursday :$40.00
0 Package F - Vendor Lunch, Friday: $30.00
0 Package F - Awards Banquet, Friday:$40.00
0 Package F- Golf (foursome):$260.00
0 Package F - Golf (single player): $65.00
0 Package G - Department Pass Full Conference: $325.00
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